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the God factor

(Jesus:) The basics of My Spirit are this: I am God. I am power. I am in you. In Me, you can do all things.
Your spiritual weapons connect you to Me and harness My power. So through Me and through your
weapons of the spirit, you can also do all things.

My spiritual principles are very simple: Use Me and you will win. Praise and you will have victory. Pray
and it will change things. Call on the keys and it shall be done. Have faith and you will overcome the
world. My Words are spirit and life. These quotes that you have heard for years and years are not just
pretty promises; they are statements of power. In applying any of these statements, in standing on them
in faith, you access greater power than anything of this world or Hell.

As you focus on the power‚ it will create a direct link to Me, to My Spirit, which will channel My power to
you–My overcoming power–that will enable you to rise above, overcome, defeat, conquer, and be
victorious. I am all power and in Me you can overcome all things. You just have to believe it.

The basic principles of My Spirit are still the same today as they were yesterday, that through Me you can
do all things; through holding onto the keys you can overcome all things; through praise you can be the
victor in all things; through loving Me intimately you receive power for all things; through hearing from Me
you gain wisdom and grace and strength for all things; through spending time with Me, absorbing Me and
My Words‚ you can rise above all things. My Word fails not; it just takes faith to cling to these simplicities
of My Spirit even when you’re barraged with the complexities of spiritual warfare. That’s the bottom line
here.

There is NOTHING too hard for Me. There is nothing on Earth, or in the spirit realm, too hard for your
spiritual weapons to overcome. You are surrounded by the help from Heaven that you need, even if your
flesh can’t feel it and your carnal mind can’t figure it out. The mighty and demon-defeating power of
Heaven is at your side, and you will see the light of victory soon. Don’t give up!
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“Where are those who are willing to take a stand and fight? Where are those who want to
begin by waging a militant war through their prayers and through resisting the Devil? What
happened to the “do or die” spirit?–That spirit of, “I can fail, you can fail, the whole world can
fail, but Jesus will never fail!” God’s plan is not going to be defeated. If God has to take a little
Gideon’s band to win the battles and win the war, well then, He’ll do it! “

Keys To The Kingdom

“There is no standing still; you are either going forward or backward. Call on the keys, for they will keep
you moving forward until you reach the goal.”

Your personal choice is inviolable. It is sacred.

I have given you the absolute power of freedom of choice. That means that your power or ability to
choose what you are going to believe and what you are going to put your faith in and what you are going
to hang on to is more powerful than any possible attempt to pry you away from that choice.

If your faith in Me is rock solid, then absolutely nothing can change that, without your decision to let it
change.

So once you choose to hang on to Me, you have cast your anchor into the Rock, and nothing can move
you from that point on–not if you choose to not let it. The choice is yours. That’s how strong I’ve made
your free will. That’s why, in the end, there will be no excuses. Everyone will plainly see that they simply
made the choices that resulted in their spiritual state. I let you make your own choices, and I don’t
override them. The freedom to choose is My gift of love to you.” (Nothing Is Too Hard for Jesus #3658)
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